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Abstract  

Background: Identification of multiple sclerosis (MS) cases in routine health care data 

repositories remains challenging. MS can have a protracted diagnostic process and is rarely 

identified as a primary reason for admission to hospital. Difficulties in identification are 

compounded in systems that do not include insurance or payer information concerning drug 

treatments or non-notifiable disease.  

Aim: To develop an algorithm to reliably identify MS cases within a national health data 

bank. 

Method: Retrospective analysis of the secure anonymised information linkage (SAIL) 

databank was used to identify MS cases using a novel algorithm. Sensitivity and specificity 

were tested using two existing independent MS datasets, one clinically validated and 

population-based and a second from a self-registered MS national registry. 

Results: From 4,757,428 records, the algorithm identified 6,194 living cases of MS within 

Wales on 31st December 2020 (prevalence 221.65 [95%CI 216.17–227.24] per 100,000). 

Case finding sensitivity and specificity was 96.8% and 99.9% for the clinically validated 

population-based cohort and sensitivity was 96.7% from the self-declared registry 

population. 

Discussion: The algorithm successfully identified MS cases within SAIL databank with high 

sensitivity and specificity, verified by two independent populations and has important utility 

in large scale epidemiological studies of MS. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Significance of this study 

What is already known about this subject: 

• Case finding is essential for incidence and prevalence studies with the development of national databases 

with the power to link to multiple datasources and investigate early disease risk factors additionally it is 

difficult to identify conditions that have a complex diagnostic process and do not need to be formally 

reported 

• Since 1965, the Multiple Sclerosis diagnostic approach has evolved from purely clinical criteria where a 

diagnosis could take years, to criteria that allow integration of paraclinical data into the diagnostic process, 

including allowing diagnosis after a single clinical event. 

• Case finding of MS in routinely linked data sets has been reliably carried out but is dependent on the coding 

systems used and types of data available within them. 

What are the new findings: 

• Validation of the use of routinely linked healthcare data to reliably discover patients with multiple sclerosis 

at a population level 

• Improved estimates of the incidence and prevalence of MS for a nation based on a population level dataset. 

• Ability to link disparate datasets from gold standard clinical databases and participant supplied patient 

reported outcome data to comprehensively validate the algorithm. 

How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable future? 

• The study presents a robust, sensitive algorithm to ascertain cases of MS in large populations that, with 

pragmatic adaptations, could be adapted to effectively identify cases in other large geographical areas with 

similarly structured data systems. 



Introduction   

The challenge of monitoring changing patterns of disease at population levels [1]  arises 

from variations in healthcare systems, how data are collected in community and hospital 

settings and the need to verify findings through capture-recapture methodology [2]. 

Anonymised repositories of highly codified ‘routine’ data provides opportunities for 

incidence and prevalence monitoring or tracking impacts of pandemics on a population level 

but adds complexity varying both by system and by how they are maintained. Repositories 

exist because of the need for accurate audit, reporting, health surveillance and billing data. 

Where the reporting of the condition is not mandated, cases can be missed and in public 

health systems where insurance or reimbursement do not drive reporting, the priority of 

how treatment codes are applied and reporting can vary.  

 

Ascertainment of cases of multiple sclerosis (MS) is challenging since diagnostic criteria have 

changed over time and the coding systems for the detail required for accurate disease 

subtypes are rudimentary. Since 1965, the MS diagnostic approach has evolved from purely 

clinical criteria where a diagnosis could take years, to criteria that allow integration of 

paraclinical data into the diagnostic process, including allowing diagnosis after a single 

clinical event [3].  

 

Wales is a country, within the United Kingdom (UK), with a population of 3.2 million. In 

common with the UK, it shares a National Health Service (NHS).  Uniquely, in Wales, the 

Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) [4]  is a data repository from sources 

including the Welsh NHS (hospitals and specialist services) and from general practice. Data 

are collected from the Welsh NHS as International Classification of Diseases (ICD) version 10 

[5] codes, and from more than 85% of General Practitioners (GP) as ‘Read’ codes [6], a UK 

specific general practice coding system. There are no older coding systems (ICD 8,9) as 

supplying hospital systems carried out this transition prior to the creation of SAIL. A crucial 

element of SAIL is that diverse datasets can be robustly linked to existing individual patients. 

There are several approaches to finding people with MS (pwMS) within routine data 

repositories. Iterating on Marrie and colleagues work in Manitoba [7] we developed an 



algorithm to identify MS cases within Wales. The performance of the algorithm was tested 

against two other independent MS datasets.  

Methods 

Study setting  

We utilised a cross-sectional population-based cohort study to develop an algorithm to 

identify pwMS living in Wales, using SAIL. SAIL uses a trusted third party (NHS Wales) to 

implement a unique Anonymous Linking Field (ALF) as records are loaded into the repository 

[4]. Users of SAIL are not allowed to use any method to identify patients within it.   We 

utilised the following datasets: 

Welsh Demographics Service Dataset (WDSD):  Individuals registered with Welsh GPs 

[https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/20]. 

Patient Episode Data for Wales (PEDW): Routine and emergency hospital admissions and 

‘spells of care’ that include transfers between wards and discharge information 

[https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/15] 

Welsh Longitudinal General Practice Dataset (WLGP): Welsh Primary Care data covering 

~85% of GP practices. [https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/17] 

Annual Digital Death extract (ADDE):UK Deaths 

[https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/03]  

Outpatient Dataset for Wales (OPDW): comprises all Welsh Hospitals and includes ‘did not 

attend’ information. [https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/14] 

 

Independent MS patient datasets  

The South-East Wales MS cohort, comprises clinical data from Cardiff area in South Wales, 

updated by clinical and research staff based on patient contact (Ethics: 19/WA/0289, 

05/WSE03/111) [8].  We included pwMS known to be based in Cardiff diagnosed up to 1st 

January 2020. Inclusion criteria were appropriate to epoch of MS diagnosis [9] known to be 

alive and resident in the Cardiff and Vale area on 31st December 2020.  

https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/20
https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/15
https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/17
https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/03
https://data.sail.ukserp.ac.uk/Asset/View/14


The UK MS Register (UKMSR) patient portal  is a nationwide registry capturing data from 

self-registered pwMS (Ethics: 21/SW/0085). Participants confirm a clinical diagnosis of MS. 

Data are updated every six months. Cases from the UKMSR were included if they had a 

complete date of birth, gender, postcode and WDSD entry. 

 

SAIL MS Algorithm (Figure 1)   

1. SAIL data were included if individuals had a valid ALF code from between January 

1970 and December 2020, and a week of birth ≥ 1910.  

2. Next, we checked to see if patients were alive and resident in Wales on 31st 

December 2020 Datasets were searched in order: ADDE, WDSD, WLGP, PEDW and 

checked for dates of death. 

3. Next, patients were required to have an ICD-10 code ‘G35’, ‘Multiple Sclerosis’ 

within PEDW/OPDW or a Read code ‘F20..’ ‘Multiple Sclerosis’ within WLGP.  

4. Once the ICD-10 code G35 was established, the algorithm identified the earliest code 

from the following list to determine onset date as used previously [10] Optic Neuritis 

(H46/F4H3.), Acute transverse myelitis (G373/F037.), Acute disseminated 

encephalomyelitis (G369/F21X.), Demyelinating disease of central nervous system 

not otherwise specified (G378/F21yz), Other acute disseminated demyelination 

unspecified (G368/F21y.), MS (G35/F20..) or Neuromyelitis optica (G360/F210).[10] 

5. Cases were included if: 

a. There were <3 F20../G35 codes and the established onset date was >=6 months 

of the earliest WLGP entry for the patient 

b. OR there were >=3 F20../G35 codes.  

Data analysis 

Provisioned data are stored and accessed via the SAIL Secure eResearch Platform [11]. All 

analyses were conducted using R V.4.1.3. Ninety-five per cent confidence intervals (95%CI) 

were calculated for prevalence and incidence using Poisson’s method. Using the following 

formulas sensitivity (true positive/[true positive + false negative]) and specificity (true 

negative/[false positive + true negative]) were calculated. 



Figure 1. Flowchart of case finding for each of the algorithms.  

  



Results 

Incidence and prevalence in an algorithmically identified Welsh MS 

population  

Of the SAIL population of 4,757,428 subjects the algorithm identified 6,194 prevalent cases 

of MS within Wales on 31st December 2020 (Figure 1). Using WDSD for those in Wales in 

2020, 209 were incident (diagnosed in 2020). Given the WLGP population size of 2,794,484 

at the end of 2020, incidence is estimated at 7.48 [95%CI 6.5–8.56] per 100,000 and 

prevalence 221.65 [95%CI 216.17–227.24] per 100,000. 

 

Comparison of the algorithm versus two independent Welsh MS datasets 

We used two validation cohorts to confirm the diagnostic accuracy of the SAIL algorithm 

(Table 1). Of 713 in the South-East Wales MS cohort, 690 (96.8% sensitivity) were identified 

by the SAIL algorithm Using the Cardiff dataset as a gold standard 156 people were 

identified by the algorithm as having MS, but were not in the South East Wales MS dataset, 

giving a specificity of 99.9%. 69 of the 156 ‘false positives’ had Cardiff hospital data, but 

were unknown to the MS Service. The remainder were only known to Primary Care. Among 

the 836 Welsh pwMS from the UKMSR who had self-registered MS via an online portal, 808 

(96.7% sensitivity) were identified by the SAIL algorithm. Specificity analysis was not applied 

to UKMSR since this is not a population-based cohort. For both populations age of diagnosis 

was similar between the algorithm and the cohort. 

 

  



Table 1.  Sensitivity and specificity of the UK MS Register algorithm in the 

South Wales and UK MS Register cohorts. Population shown is Cardiff and 

Vale as of 31/12/2020. Sensitivity = true positive / true positive + false 

negative. Specificity = true negative/(true negative + false positives ), gold 

standard = South East Wales MS Cohort.  

 South-East Wales MS cohort UK MS Register 

Sensitivity of SAIL 

algorithm 

690/713 (96.8%) 808/836 (96.7%) 

Specificity  

  

 477372 / 

 (156 + 477372) = 99.9% 

- 

 Algorithm 

(n=690) 

Cohort  

(n=713) 

Algorithm 

(n=808) 

Cohort 

(n=836) 

Age (mean±SD), 

years 

54±13.7 53.9±13.8 54.1±11.9 54.1±11.9 

Age diagnosis 

(mean±SD), years  

38.2±11.7 37.3±11.4 39±10.7 39.2±10.5 

  



Discussion  

We describe an algorithm to identify pwMS within a national routine data repository. We 

used a clinician-confirmed population-based cohort, and a self-declared previously validated 

[12] cohort to validate the algorithm, confirming high sensitivity and specificity. We were 

able to demonstrate that age at diagnosis calculated by the algorithm is similar to age at 

diagnosis self-reported by patients and confirmed by clinicians within both validation 

cohorts.  

Population-wide repositories of health data provide a valuable opportunity to study trends 

in disease patterns over time. However, identification of all subjects with a disease depends 

on reach of the system and how regularly and rigorously it is maintained. A claims-based 

registry in Canada has developed a reliable methodology for capturing incident and 

prevalent cases of MS [10].  However, its transferability is affected by different coding 

mechanisms and collection drivers. SAIL contains primary and secondary care health data [4] 

but not disease modifying therapy prescribing/billing data unlike Canada’s insurance-based 

healthcare system, where it can be used as a confirmatory code for MS diagnosis. In 

contrast, in SAIL diagnostic confirmation is based, potentially more reliably, on healthcare 

professional input. Given these differences, we were able to develop an algorithm within 

this UK-based public health system, relying on a combination of hospital and GP reporting 

that was able to capture >96% of known MS cases.     

Using the SAIL algorithm, we estimated incidence of MS in our region to be 7.48 [95%CI 6.5 –

8.56] per 100,000. An earlier SAIL study using only hospital identified MS cases and only one 

MS code found that Welsh incidence was 9.10 [8.80–9.40] per 100,000 [13].  Whereas a 

population-based study undertaken in South Wales in 2007 found the incidence was 9.65 

[7.71-13.1] per 100,000. [14]. Our lower incidence reflects the more conservative approach 

taken to case ascertainment in this algorithm, but we have confirmed its sensitivity and 

specificity in two independent cohorts. Our prevalence finding of 221.65 per 100,000 people 

for Wales is higher than other reported figures for the UK as a whole at  199 per 100,000 

[15], but consistent with the predictions made in the South-East Wales region, [14] 

suggesting a rise of MS prevalence to 260 per 100,000 population by 2028-2048.  

We also identified a group of 2,260 people in Wales who had a demyelination code but did 

not have MS. By confirming the high sensitivity and specificity of our algorithm versus a 



clinically diagnosed MS population, we conclude that we were correct to exclude this group 

at this point, but it will inevitably contain people who later go on to develop MS. 

In this study we present a robust, sensitive algorithm to ascertain cases of MS in large 

populations that, with pragmatic adaptations, could be adapted to effectively identify cases 

in other large geographical areas with similarly structured data systems.  
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